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Dosage, Intensity, and Frequency of Language Therapy for Aphasia: A Systematic Review–Based, Individual Participant Data Network Meta-Analysis

The REhabilitation and recovery of peopLE with Aphasia after StrokE (RELEASE) Collaborators

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Optimizing speech and language therapy (SLT) regimens for maximal aphasia recovery is a clinical research priority. We examined associations between SLT intensity (hours/week), dosage (total hours), frequency (days/week), duration (weeks), delivery (face to face, computer supported, individual tailoring, and home practice), content, and language outcomes for people with aphasia.

METHODS: Databases including MEDLINE and Embase were searched (inception to September 2015). Published, unpublished, and emerging trials including SLT and ≥10 individual participant data on aphasia, language outcomes, and time post-onset were selected. Patient-level data on stroke, language, SLT, and trial risk of bias were independently extracted. Outcome measurement scores were standardized. A statistical inferencing, one-stage, random effects, network meta-analysis approach filtered individual participant data into an optimal model examining SLT regimen for overall language, auditory comprehension, naming, and functional communication pre-post intervention gains, adjusting for a priori–defined covariates (age, sex, time poststroke), and baseline aphasia severity, reporting estimates of mean change scores (95% CI).

RESULTS: Data from 959 individual participant data (25 trials) were included. Greatest gains in overall language and comprehension were associated with >20 to 50 hours SLT dosage (18.37 [10.58–26.16] Western Aphasia Battery–Aphasia Quotient; 5.23 [1.51–8.95] Aachen Aphasia Test–Token Test). Greatest clinical overall language, functional communication, and comprehension gains were associated with 2 to 4 and 9+ SLT hours/week. Greatest clinical gains were associated with frequent SLT for overall language, functional communication (3–5+ days/week), and comprehension (4–5 days/week). Evidence of comprehension gains was absent for SLT ≤20 hours, <3 hours/week, and ≤3 days/week. Mixed receptive-expressive therapy, functionally tailored, with prescribed home practice was associated with the greatest overall gains. Relative variance was <30%. Risk of trial bias was low to moderate; low for meta-biases.

CONCLUSIONS: Greatest language recovery was associated with frequent, functionally tailored, receptive-expressive SLT, with prescribed home practice at a greater intensity and duration than reports of usual clinical services internationally. These exploratory findings suggest critical therapeutic ranges, informing hypothesis-testing trials and tailoring of clinical services.

REGISTRATION: URL: https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/; Unique identifier: CRD42018110947.

GRAPHIC ABSTRACT: A graphic abstract is available for this article.
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Every year, an estimated 4.5 million stroke survivors worldwide experience aphasia, resulting in difficulties with speaking, understanding speech (auditory comprehension), reading, writing, and communication. Despite accessing more rehabilitation resources than stroke survivors without aphasia, people with aphasia experience poorer functional outcomes, diminished social networks, and fewer return home or to work. Aphasia has major health, psychosocial, and economic impacts.

Aggregate meta-syntheses of 27 trials (n=1620) of speech and language therapy (SLT) for aphasia provided important evidence that people with aphasia benefit from SLT on measures of language production, comprehension, and functional communication, compared with trial participants with no access to therapy. Identifying optimal therapy regimens across individual randomized controlled trials (RCTs) delivering protocolized interventions at a precise intensity, duration, dosage, and frequency, targeting specific language change within a defined trial participant population is difficult. Intervention complexity, heterogeneity of aphasia and participant profiles, and the variability of outcome measures obscure comparisons, and individual trial outcomes may appear inconsistent.

Meta-analysis of 6 trials highlighted the benefit of intensive therapy regimens while raising importance of time poststroke and tolerance concerns. Aggregate data analysis approaches, however, hinder detailed examination of participant covariates. Ecological bias is a critical consideration in aggregate data meta-analyses where individual variability of treatment effect associations may be concealed. Research and clinical uncertainties about the optimal SLT regimens remain. Consequently, clinical service reports describe an average of 60 to 90 minutes of SLT weekly for patients within 3 months of aphasia onset (declining to 45 minutes monthly thereafter) and 4 to 16 hours total dosage.

Examination of the optimal SLT regimen requires large individual participant data (IPD) meta-analyses. Previously, large aphasia data set investigations captured measures of language severity on generic stroke scales or screening tools, limiting clinical interpretation. The REhabilitation and recovery of people with Aphasia after Stroke (StrokE) Collaboration created an international IPD aphasia database supporting a protocol-based network meta-analyses. We examined SLT intensity (hours/week), duration (weeks), dosage (total SLT hours), frequency (days/week), delivery (face to face, computer supported, or self-managed), setting, and provider associations with variations in language recovery gains from pre- to postintervention on measures of overall language, auditory comprehension, naming, and functional communication among people with aphasia after stroke.

METHODS
To minimize the possibility of unintentionally sharing information that can be used to reidentify private information and to ensure adherence to primary and meta-data set ethical approvals, a subset of the data generated for this study is available via the Collaboration of Aphasia Trialists www.aphasiatrials.org. We referred to the relevant PRISMA guidelines and extensions to support the reporting of this IPD network meta-analysis of complex interventions.

Search Strategy and Selection
Our IPD network meta-analysis informed by an RCT-optimized systematic review (inception to September 2015 plus trial registrations for emerging trials) identified published and unpublished data sets with ≥10 IPD on aphasia, language outcome, and time since stroke. We systematically searched several electronic databases including MEDLINE and EMBASE, checking reference lists. We translated non-English data sets, extracted eligible public domain data sets, enquired about registered trial availability, and invited data set contributions including trials completed beyond the electronic search date. Thus, we sought IPD both directly from investigators in electronic format and where available in the public domain. Language information derived from screening measures or generic stroke scales was excluded.

Two independent reviewers considered full text reports. A third resolved disagreements. Potentially eligible primary data sets were invited to contribute data. Nonrespondents were sent one reminder, and coauthors were contacted. Respondents confirmed data set eligibility before IPD contribution. Data searching, identification, extraction, and analyses were guided by our published protocol (https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/CRD42018110947). Included data sets had relevant ethical and gatekeeper approvals. We secured university ethical approval (HLS/NCH/15/09) and UK national health service regulatory registration for our research and database (IRAS ID 179505).

Data Extraction and Preparation
We extracted IPD on demography (age, sex, living context, and language), stroke (time post-onset, type, lesion hemisphere, and severity at baseline), SLT intervention, and language outcome (overall language, auditory comprehension, naming, and functional communication raw scores). Language recovery was defined as change in absolute language score from baseline to first postintervention follow-up and collated outcome
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measurement instruments by language outcome, agreed a priori by the REHabilitation and recovery of peopLE with Aphasia after StrokE collaborators. We confirmed baseline and subsequent time point data extraction and sought unreported data from the primary researchers where possible.9a,18

For each language outcome, we identified the outcome measurement most frequently used by included data sets (anchor measure) and transformed the remainder (minority measures) to match the anchor’s range and format, thus retaining a clinically meaningful change from baseline score as a measure of effect size.18 Anchor measure overall language scores were represented by the Western Aphasia Battery–Aphasia Quotient (WAB-AQ), auditory comprehension was represented by the Aachen Aphasia Test–Token Test (AAT-TT), naming by the Boston Naming Test, and functional communication by the Aachen Aphasia Test–Spontaneous Speech Communication (AAT-SSC) rating score.21

Data on SLT interventions were categorized by regimen (frequency, intensity, duration, and dosage), content (home practice, theoretical approach, language target, individualized tailoring by functional relevance, or difficulty level), delivery (face to face, computer supported, or self-managed), setting (in/outpatient), and provider (professional/nonprofessional).18,20 We cross-checked data with primary research teams and available documentation. An independent researcher checked data extraction. Unavailable data were recorded as unreported. We excluded IPD where aphasia had a nonstroke etiology, time post-onset was unreported, and any IPD duplications. Protocolized intervention descriptions at group level were applied to IPD within each group accordingly. Where tailoring of interventions or home practice tasks were not reported, we assumed absence. Final data formatting decisions were made following discussion with the REHabilitation and recovery of peopLE with Aphasia after StrokE collaborators. Categorical formats (eg, 3–4 weeks) were recorded as mean (3.5 weeks). Pharmacological and neurostimulation cointerventions were documented. Crossover data sets were included up to crossover.18

Network Meta-Analysis
Network meta-analyses of SLT interventions and language outcomes were undertaken with data set as a random effect and demographics and interventions as fixed effects (SAS 9.4 using PROC MIXED).27 Our 1-stage network meta-analysis, incorporating prespecified potential confounders in the base model (age, sex, aphasia severity at study entry, and time post-onset), combined eligible IPD into a single model that considered clustering by data set.9a,18 Our statistical inferencing approach synthesized and examined data relating to SLT intervention and associations with language recovery gains.18,22,25

The minimum sample size for each network meta-analysis was 20 IPD (2 RCTs). Each SLT intervention variable was considered simultaneously, and continuous SLT regimen variables were grouped (eg, 10 versus 50 hours dosage). We examined SLT intervention categories’ contribution to the base model, the magnitude of differences, and the intervention components’ stratum.18 For each language outcome, treatment effect was defined as the mean absolute change from baseline to the first follow-up after intervention on the transformed standardized measure. Emphasis was placed on reporting estimates of means and 95% CIs, from which the degree of certainty of the effect size could be evaluated.34 Clinically interesting differences were presented in addition to those that reached statistical significance, thus highlighting important considerations to be examined within future RCTs where therapy regimen and delivery might be optimally predefined.16,22

The impact of IPD and language variables on the intervention effect were examined simultaneously. We examined IPD clustering within RCTs, distinguishing IPD from data set–based interactions.34 Network graphs (generated using the GNU PSPP program) facilitated a review and summary of the network balance, highlighting isolated interventions with no networked comparators, which were excluded from analyses. Variance was unstructured, and data set variance was assessed.18 Analysis was restricted to available data. Where >20% of a data set variable was missing, it was excluded from that network analysis. We reviewed patterns of loss, compared missing data to demographic and other variables using the independent t test or Mann-Whitney U tests. Where there was no evidence of influence, the data were considered missing at random. Data not missing at random were excluded.18

Risk of Bias
We undertook rigorous quality–verification checks including sequence generation, to ensure data were valid, reliable, consistent, and as complete as possible.9a,18 Data set biases (selection, performance, detection, and attrition bias) were rated as low, unclear, or high risk.26 The risk of meta-biases (selection, publication, and availability bias) was also considered.28 Primary data set clinical, methodological, and statistical heterogeneity was considered. Methodological differences were recorded as risk of bias. Our data synthesis procedures accommodated between-study outcome differences.18

Each of our planned analyses were unique in participant, intervention, and outcome IPD, making standard heterogeneity assessments (I²) unsuitable. Instead, we compared variability due to study differences to data variability overall. Where variability was >26%, we checked data sets for undue influence or unbalanced groups; >50% variability was considered unreliable. Meta-analysis decisions were examined including the choice of measurements informing language outcomes, exclusion of minority measures, use of random rather than fixed effect,26 and inclusion of historical data sets (before 2000). We considered the quality of data sets, meta-syntheses, and impact on our findings. Our research grant funders had no role in the study design, data collection, analysis, interpretation, or writing of the report. The corresponding author had full data access and final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.

RESULTS

Studies Screened and Included
Of the 5276 records screened, we reviewed 1131 full texts, inviting 698 (including 193 trial registrations) to confirm eligibility and availability and to contribute data to support our planned analyses (Figure I in the Supplemental Material).21 We received IPD electronic contributions directly from trialists and extracted IPD from the public domain. Of the 174 data sets included, representing 5928 stroke survivors with aphasia, 91 included
language interventions and 45 were RCTs. After filtering of data sets for availability of demographic, intervention, and relevant language data items, 25 RCTs (928 IPD) comprised 24, 29-52 informed our planned network meta-analyses (Figure I in the Supplemental Material; Tables I through III in the Supplemental Material).

**Study Characteristics**

Duplicate IPD were removed and filtered by available demographic, language, and intervention data to support the analysis reported here (Figure 1). Network meta-analyses were based on overall language ability (482 IPD and 11 RCTs); functional communication (observer rated; 533 IPD and 14 RCTs), auditory comprehension (550 IPD and 16 RCTs), and naming outcomes (385 IPD and 13 RCTs; Figure 1). Of 10 languages represented, English speakers were most prevalent (255 IPD; 26.6%). Median time since stroke was 61 days (interquartile range, 7-487; 914 IPD) with left hemisphere (683 IPD; 97.7%) ischemic strokes (685 IPD; 88.9%) predominating (Table; Tables I through III in the Supplemental Material). Models were produced without within-study clustering effect. We examined within-study clustering, but findings were nonsignificant or caused a model failure as the G matrix was not positive definite (Table IV in the Supplemental Material).

**IPD Network Meta-Analysis**

We mapped intervention comparisons that were direct (e.g., an RCT comparison of intervention A versus B or B versus C) and indirect (comparisons that were not made within a specific RCT but could be made across RCTs based on the common intervention, in this example, A versus C). Networks were developed by language outcome. Interventions represented by a node were categorized by regimen (dosage [total SLT hours], intensity [SLT hours weekly], and frequency [days per week]), the language rehabilitation target and approach, SLT home practice, tailoring, context, provider, and delivery. Most language and intervention networks were stable (Figures 2 and 3; Figures II and IV in the Supplemental Material). The naming and duration networks were the exception. With limited nodal connections, caution should be used in interpretation.

**SLT Dosage (Total SLT Hours)**

Overall language (18.37 [10.58–26.16] WAB-AQ) and auditory comprehension gains (5.23 [1.51–8.95] AAT-IT) were the highest for 20 to 50 SLT hours within network meta-analyses involving 480 (11 RCTs) and 540 IPD (16 RCTs), respectively (Figure 4). Functional communication improvements (0.94 [0.34–1.55]...
AAT-SSC) were the greatest for 14 to 20 SLT hours but based on 11/524 IPD from 3/14 trials in the network. The next greatest gains occurred for 20 to 50 hours (0.77 [0.43–1.1]; 96 IPD and 9 RCTs) and 50+ hours (0.73 [0.37–1.08]; 175 IPD and 7 RCTs). No functional communication gains were observed for ≤5 hours SLT or comprehension gains for ≤20 hours SLT (Figure 4).

### SLT Intensity (Hours Weekly)

Gains from baseline were observed across different SLT intensities for overall language (482 IPD and 11 RCTs) and functional communication (533 IPD and 14 RCTs). The greatest overall language gains were associated with ≤2 hours/week (15.85 [8.06–23.64] WAB-AQ; Figure 5A) with clinically equivalent gains 3 to 4 hours/week and 9+ hours/week (15.80 [8.85–22.74] and 15.64 [9.14–22.13]), respectively. Functional communication gains were the greatest for ≤2 hours/week (0.77 [0.36–1.19] AAT-SSC) with clinically equivalent gains for 2 to 3 hours/week (0.76 [0.34–1.18]) and 3-4 hours/week (0.70 [0.35–1.06]; Figure 5B). Auditory comprehension gains (540 IPD and 16 RCTs; Figure 5C) were numerically greatest for 9+ hours/week (7.3 [4.09–10.52] AAT-TT) with clinically similar gains for >3 to 4 hours/week (6.01 [1.04–10.98]) and up to 2 hours/week (6.5 [1.72–11.27]). Comprehension gains were not observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RCTs (IPD=959)</th>
<th>IPD</th>
<th>Median (IQR), %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>24 (941)</td>
<td>928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time poststroke, d</td>
<td>24 (941)</td>
<td>914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke type</td>
<td>17 (771)</td>
<td>Ischemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke severity</td>
<td>4 (298)</td>
<td>NIHSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior stroke</td>
<td>2 (45)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemisphere</td>
<td>18 (699)</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>24 (928)</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>4 (94)</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>24 (959)</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living context</td>
<td>6 (255)</td>
<td>Alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handedness</td>
<td>17 (620)</td>
<td>Ambidextrous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, y</td>
<td>12 (504)</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n (%) or median (IQR). ICH indicates intracerebral hemorrhage; IPD, individual participant data; IQR, interquartile range; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; and RCT, randomized controlled trial.
when SLT was 2 to 3 hours/week or 4 to 9 hours weekly (Figure 5C).

### SLT Frequency (Days Weekly)

Overall language ability gains from baseline were evident across nodes (482 IPD and 11 RCTs). Numerically, the greatest gain was associated with 5 days/week (14.95 [8.67–21.23] WAB-AQ). Clinically similar gains were observed for 3 to 5+ days/week (Figure IIIA in the Supplemental Material) though 3 and 5+ days/week were based on fewer IPD and RCTs. For functional communication (526 IPD and 14 RCTs), gains were observed for SLT ≤5 days/week with the greatest numerical gain observed for 5 SLT days/week (0.78 [0.48–1.09] AAT-SSC; 155 IPD and 8 RCTs). Gains were not observed for SLT 5+ days/week. Auditory comprehension gains based on 540 IPD (16 RCTs) were only observed for 4 to 5 days/week with the numerically greatest associated with 4 days/week (5.86 [1.64–10.08]; Figures II and III in the Supplemental Material).

### SLT Rehabilitation Target and Theoretical Approach

Few trials, IPD, and network connections informed the SLT target and theoretical approach analysis; thus cautious interpretation is warranted. The greatest overall language (15.62 [8.82–22.43] WAB-AQ) and functional communication gains (1.05 [0.52–1.58] AAT-SSC) occurred alongside mixed expressive-receptive targeted approaches. Auditory comprehension (4.46 [0.31–8.62] AAT-TT) and naming gains (8.82 [3.15–14.49] Boston Naming Test) were the greatest for word-finding approaches. Therapy targeting semantic-phonological recovery was associated with greater overall language
ability (20.39 [1.90–38.88] WAB-AQ) and auditory comprehension gains from baseline (11.93 [1.44–22.43] AAT-TT) while functional/pragmatic approaches were associated with the greatest functional communication gains (1.82 [0.36–3.28] AAT-SSC; Tables V and VI in the Supplemental Material).

**SLT Home Practice**
Prescribed home practice regimen data were unavailable. Therefore, our analysis was based on whether home practice was an intervention component or not. Prescribed home practice was associated with greater gains in overall language (16.69 [10.01–23.37]
WAB-AQ) and auditory comprehension (5.28 [2.19–8.37] AAT-TT). Where home practice was absent or unreported, functional communication gains were marginally higher (0.13+ points AAT-SSC) while naming gains were clinically equivalent (Table VII in the Supplemental Material).
SLT Tailoring, Context, Provider, and Delivery

No RCT directly compared tailored-to-untailored interventions. Where SLT was functionally tailored, language gains were greater for overall language ability (16.47 [10.95–21.99] WAB-AQ), naming (8.79 [1.95–15.63] Boston Naming Test), and marginally higher for functional communication (0.74 [0.38–1.10] AAT-SSC) than gains with untailored interventions. Auditory comprehension gains were only observed for functionally tailored therapy (5.26 points [2.05–8.47] AAT-TT).

Therapy tailored by difficulty was associated with auditory comprehension (4.57 [1.55–7.60]) and numerically greater overall language gains (14.4 [8.82–20.09] WAB-AQ) than untailored approaches (Table VIII in the Supplemental Material). Gains made from baseline were clinically equivalent across in- and outpatient settings, professionals or trained nonprofessional providers, and face-to-face, computer-supported, or self-managed therapy delivery approaches.

Risk of Bias

Risk of primary data set and meta-biases was moderate to low. All included interventions were confirmed as SLT and subcategorized through the REHabilitation and recovery of people with Aphasia after StrokE collaborators’ consensus. Delivery and regimen differences were examined in a priori planned analyses. No analysis exceeded our prespecified threshold (50%) with relative variability 10% to 25%. Randomization was adequate (adequate random sequence generation, 17 RCTs [68%]; concealment of allocation, 15 [60%]), and 17 (68%) reported outcome assessor blinding. Attrition bias was low. Participants were retained and dropouts/nonadherence reported (Figure VI in the Supplemental Material). Where age, sex, time post-onset, and aphasia severity data allowed, participant groups were comparable at baseline. Sensitivity analyses found no evidence that historic data set exclusion, publication age, outcome measure choice, and fixed versus random effects models would have altered our findings (Tables IX through XII in the Supplemental Material).

DISCUSSION

Our collaborative network synthesized 959 IPD (25 RCTs) in the largest stroke-related aphasia IPD network meta-analysis to date, reporting associations between therapy regimen and language gains. Controlling for age, sex, aphasia severity, and time poststroke at baseline, the greatest overall language and functional communication gains were associated with interventions that were mixed expressive-receptive approaches, delivered over 5 days weekly for up to 50 hours in total. Auditory comprehension gains were the greatest for word-finding SLT, for up to 9 hours weekly over 4 to 5 days for 20 to 50+ hours in total. Generally, language gains observed were the greatest when associated with interventions tailored by functional relevance and augmented by prescribed home practice tasks. Confirmation of the optimal dosage, intensities, and frequency will be achieved through definitive RCTs; however, current clinical provision falls below the therapy regimens associated in this study with the greatest language gains from baseline.

Our novel IPD RCT network meta-analysis investigated associations between IPD and specific interventions across a range of language outcomes and offers insights into differential effects across prior RCTs. Intervention regimens associated with optimal recovery may vary by language outcome. Dosage, intensity, and frequency of interventions are important variables. Prescribed home practice and tailoring for relevance are essential considerations in future effectiveness RCTs of SLT. Previous SLTs for poststroke aphasia meta-analyses were limited to pairwise comparisons of aggregate data synthesis or small data sets and English-only publications.

Strengths

We minimized the risk of selection and availability meta-biases and minimized data extraction and synthesis errors. Our study used a priori eligibility criteria, imposing no language, data, or publication limitations in our systematic data search, resulting in the inclusion of geographically and linguistically diverse data. We incorporated participant, study design, and IPD availability and SLT narrative descriptions in our analysis. Transformation of language data onto internationally recognized outcome measurement instruments ensured clinically meaningful change scores relevant to rehabilitation settings.

Limitations

Variations in demographic, language, and intervention data availability required the inclusion of many data sets to ensure sufficient overlap and support our preplanned analyses. Despite our extensive search followed by time-consuming IPD extraction and verification, some networks lacked randomized comparisons and our data set was predominantly from English-speaking participants, high-income countries, with well-developed stroke services. Given the augmented time and resource requirements for IPD meta-analyses (compared with aggregated metasynthesis approaches) and our last search date, our search strategy included trial registers. Potentially eligible ongoing trials were identified and invited to contribute their data once available, and consequently, our analysis based on 25 RCTs included data from 3 RCTs published in 2015 and 4 RCTs published 2016 to 2019.
Self-management, technology-facilitated, or therapist-trained nonprofessional SLT delivery models confer language benefits comparable to those achieved in traditional, face-to-face, one-to-one, therapist-led sessions and augment therapy dose within existing clinical resources. As a complex intervention, therapy frequency, intensity, and dosage are not entirely independent variables. Variations in intervention response among patient subgroups requires further investigation. Targeted trials to address network instabilities and confirm or refine our findings are required.

Implications
The dosage, intensity, and frequency of SLT regimens associated with the greatest overall language, functional communication, and auditory comprehension gains from baseline were higher than current clinical rehabilitation service reports. Therapy regimen, tailoring by functional relevance, and prescribed home practice are important considerations in establishing critical therapeutic ranges in clinical research contexts, which may vary by language outcome. These exploratory findings inform future hypothesis-testing trial designs and tailoring of clinical services.
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